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An interview-regular g aph is a connected graph in which, for any two vertices u and v, the 
number of neighbcurs of u on all shortes! (u: (‘I-paths equals d{u, v). It is proved that in an 
interval-regular graph the shortest (u, v)-paths induce a hypercube of dimension d(u. v), for any 
two vertices CI and v. The products of comp:ete graphs are characterized as interval-regular 
graphs satisfying some extra conditions. “Ihe extended odd graphs are introduceti as critical 
example with respect to the results proved. 
The hypercube has many nice properties. Each of these can be used to define a 
class of graphs that can be considered as some generalization of the hy~ercube. 
For exampk, in the hypercube any two vertices have exactly two common 
neighbours or none at all. In [S] the concept ot (0, Al-graph has been introduced, 
which generalizes this property, and it was proved that the hyper~ubes are 
‘extremal (0, X)-graphs. In this paper we consider two other examples of these 
more general classes: the interval-regular grap s (introduced in Section 2) and the 
products of complete graphs. We give a aracterization of interval-regular 
graphs, from which the results of S Foldes [3] can be deduced. In Section 3 we 
study the subgraph of an interval-regular graph induced by all vertices on shortest 
(u, &paths, for any two vertices u and C. A special class of interval-regular graphs 
is that of the products of complete graphs (son~al~ed jamming graphs), w~lich are 
treated in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we introduce the extended odd graphs 
that are ‘ahnost’ adding graphs., These graphs tern out to be a goo 
by which one c see that the conditions in the characterizations gi
cannot be weak 
The results in ns 2,4 and 5 are t xat aine 
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E and distance function d. For any t\%‘o vertices u and u of 6, the set 
I( u, U) : = (w E V 1 w lier on a shortest (u, v)-path} 
is the intemz2 betwer=n u and u in 6. The function I: VX V-, P(V), where P(V) 
is the plower-set of V, is called the interval functjon of G (this concept was 
introduced in [5] and [6]). Note that w lies in I(u, v) if and only if d(u, U) = 
d(u, w) + d( w, v). By G(u, u) we denote the subgraph of G induced by the 
interval I( u, 0). For i = 0, . . . , d(u, u), the set 
Ni(U, v):=={W E I(U, U) 1 d ;‘u, 
is the ith 1eveP in the interval I(u, v). 
I(u, u) that 
Ni(U, V) = Nd(u,“)-i:V, U). 
w)= i} 
It follows immediately from the definition of 
For i=l,..., d(u, u), the levels hri_l(U, U) and Ni(U, v) in I(u, u) are called 
adjacent levels. Note that a:ly edge in G(u, U) joins either two vertices in adjacent 
levels, or two vertices within the same level in I(u, 0). 
In a tree the interval I(u, t)) comists precisely of the vertices on the unique path 
between u and v. 
The following properties of the interval function can easily be verified. 
. Let G be a connected graph with interval function I. 
(i) 14, 2, E I( u, v); 
(iij J(u, 21) = I(u, u); 
Then, for any u 
(iii) if x E I(u, u), then I(u, x) c I(u, II); 
(iv) if x E I(u, u), then I(u, .w) n I$, U) = {x}; 
(vj if x E I( u, u) and y E I( U, x), the.ut x E I(y, u). 
* Let G be a connected graph with interval function 1. For any three 
vertices u, v and w of 6. there exists a vertex z in I(u, U) n I(u, w) such that 
I(z, b) n I(z, wj - [z}. 
t is easily verified that any vertex z in I@. U) n I(u, w) with d(u, z) as 
gt: as possible satisfies tie condition. Cl 
J(u) we denote the set of neighbours of w in the gnlph 6. The foUowing 
itions can l)e found in [2], but as they are used extemively below, they are 
rven here in full. The hypercube QO of dimensio 
)-vectors of length n as vertices, two vertices being joined 
e 
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vertex-set, and two vertices A and are adjacent whenever I(A\E’) c: @\A)( = 1 
(this is the subset representntisn of Q,). Note that we use capital letters to dtenote 
vertices represented by subsets of a set. The interval I(A, B) in Q, consists of all 
sets C’ with A n E: Cr A I.J B. It is easily checked that I(A, Is) induces a 
hypercube of dimension d(A, B) in Q,,. 
The product G x 6’ of two graphs G arrd G’ has the Cartesian product V x V’ 
as its vertex-set, two vertices (u, u’) and (u, u’) being joined whenever either u = v 
and u’ and ZJ’ are adjacerlt in G’, or u’ = v’ and u and u are adjacent in G. It is 
easily verified by 
where dGxGt, dG 
induction on the distance between (u, u’) and (D_ 0’) that 
d G&(&2, w’), (U, u’)) = d&f, u) + d&M’, v’), 
and d,#, are the respective distance functions, and that 
I GxC’((r4 LO, (u, V’)) = M4 4 x PGW, t-0, 
where & xGO, 1G and &.’ are the respective interval functions. 
If we write G” = G x G”-*, then a thirC definition of Q, is that it is the graph 
KY* 
A connected graph G is said to be inter.ml-regular if, ,tor any two vertices u and 
v of G, the number of neighbours of U, or of v, equals the distance between u and 
v; i.e., 
IN&u, u)l = d(u, t;), or (N,_*(c;, u)I = d(u, U). 
From the definition of Qn it follows directly that Qn is interval-regular. Note that 
an interval-regular graph need not be regular. For example, the complete tripar- 
tite graph &,,,, the wheel on six vertices and the graphs in Fig. 1 are 
interval-regular but not r’,gulsr. The graph in Fig. l(a) is K1,1,2, and the graph in 
Fig. l(b) will be denoted by E Note that in this last graph all distances are at most 
2 except d(u, u), *hick equals 3, Itf w’e enlarge F’ by j~~~i~g k r~~tua’~y adjacent 
vertices to u azzd alll n~~gh~~~urs af U, thin again we have an interval-regular 
graph. 
k ~~n~l~ct~d regular graph is ~.~~~ral~y not interval-regular. 
The next p~~~p~sitiun provides a useful tool fur studying interval-re 
for my two wtices u and 0 of G. 
. The proof is by indu~tiQn an d(u, u). 
If d(u, U) s:r’ 2, then the assertion is true by de~niti~n. Ss let n = d(u, U) Z= 3, and 
as§~m~ that 
fN&jd, tl,I = n. 
e have to prove that I~~_~(~~ u>l=t ~1. 
Let i be an integer with O< i c d(u, u), and let x be a vertex in &(td, u)~ Then 
by the induction hypotheses we have 
I,I(ll, x) n ~(~~I== i, and 11(x, uf f”\ Al = R - i. 
Hence, ~~u~~~~~ the number of edges between N,_~(u, U) and pJi(U, U) twice, W@ 
get 
(f2 - iv)- 1) jNi_,(U, U)i = i INi(U, V)l for i = 3,. I . 9 !I - 1. 
Since fNo(tc, ~>f =I, it fQlluws by indu~tiun on i that 
e dew show that the class of interval-r~~u~a~ graphs can be ~~~sid~~ed as a
broad gener zation of the hy~er~~~be. Note in Q, with its vector representa- 
tion tht: set of edges joining vertices that CP 3 their ith ~u~rd~nat~ form a 
at~h~~~g as well as a r~inimai d~s~~~~necti~~ edq+-set (c~ts~t). 53s match~ug 
atches two Qn - I)-cubes in in such a way that adjacent vertices in the one 
)-cube are: ~~at~hed to sent vertices in tile ather. By the ‘set of edges 
ween levels in an interval’ we mean the set of ed;.Tes joining verkes in adjacent 
s in the interval. 
f, If the edges between levels in any interval f(u, v) induce a hyp~rcube of 
dimension d(u, v), then 
for any u and v in V, and so C is int~rvaI~regu~a~* 
~onvers~~y~ let be interval-regular. In the proof of Proposition 3, we showed 
that, for any two vertices tb and v of G, 
l&(u, v)i = (d(ui: ‘~) for i = 0, I,. . . , d(u, v), 
so that lI(ti, v)l = 2d(u*u). 
The proof is by inductiun on d(u, v). For d(u, v)< 2 the assertion is true by 
definition. So let y1= d(u, v) 2 3,. Let x be a neighbour of u in I(u, v), so that 
d(x, v) = y1- 1. Then we have 
11(X, v) n ?+I,_,( U, v>l = INn-&X, v,l = n - 3 l
Hence there is exactly one vertex y in IV,_ ,(u, ~~\~(~~ v). 
If there were a vertex z in I(u. y) n 1(x, v), then, by ~r~p~siti~n l.(v) and (iii), 
we would have y in I(z, .L,)c I(::, v). This contradicts the fact that y is not in 
1(x, v), and so we have 
li(ti, y) n r(~, y) = p. 
Since d(u, y) = d(x, vj = n - 1 = d(u, v) - 1, it follows that 
II(E4, y,l+ IIfX, v)l =- 2”-” + 2+l = 2” = lI(u, u)I1 
and so we have 
I(z.4, v) = lfu, y) u .I(x, v). 
Let N’ be the subgraph of G induced by the set of edges between levels in 
I( U, y ), and let H be the s 
levels in 1(x, v). Then by t 
in~ng vertices in adjac 
dges betoken tevels in 
interval I(u, 21). 
First we prove t at S is a thatching 
integer with id a, and let w be :i vertex in 
s are ~~~~catgd wet
w adjacent to 
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Fig. 2. 
This implies that w has exactly one neighbour in Ni_l(U, w)\,I(x, u), and so w is 
inciderrt ~kh ;:kactly one edge of S, and soi S is a matching between H and H’. 
Finally we prove that S matches H am1 H’ in the appropriate way. Let wz be 
an edge of H with w in Ni_l(x, u) and z in Ni_z(X, u), and let z’ be the neighbour 
of z ir. H’ with zz’ in S. Then z’ lies in &_Ju, y) c Ni_t(U, u) (see Fig. 2), and so 
8!w, z’) = 2. 
Since G is interval-regular, it follows that w and z’ have exactly one common 
neighbour w distinct from 2. Note that w’ lies in N,_l(U, u). Since z’ is a vertex of 
N’ and S is a matching, it follows that w’ is also a vertex of H’, so that WW’ is the 
edge of S incident with w. This implies that adjacent vertices of H are matched by 
S to adjacenr: vertices of H’. By the observation concerning Q, preceding this 
theorem, the proof is complete. q 
The idea of studying interval-regular 
31, and the following two corollaries 
33 he only considered the property 
graphs was prompted by a paper of Foldes 
of Theorem 4 are due essentially to him. In 
lN,( ,u, u)l =z a’(~, V) == )Nd(u,u)_r( U, v)l for sll M ds’ cf v in V, 
is equivalent co the notion of interval-regularity7 as we have shown in 
equivdeazt: 
et G be a connected graph. Then the ~~~~~~wi~g conclitions are 
(i) G is ir;terval-regd:zr; 
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m Theorem 4 that (i, and (ii) are equivalent, and that 
t (iii) iImplies (i) is easily done by induction on d(u, v) 
and is left CO the reader. q 
Let G be a connecte 
h i~te~al-nebulas. 
gmph. Then G is a hypercube if and only if G is 
A hypercube is bipartite a!*rd interval-regular. 
Conversely, let G be a bipartite interval-regular graph. First we prove that G is 
regular (the argument given here comes from [S]). Let u and v be two adjacent 
vertices in 6. Since G is triangle-free, we have 
N(u) n N(v) = $3. 
et w be a neighbour of u distinct fro o. Then it fohows that d(u, w) = 2, and so, 
by the interval-regularity of 6, w is adjacent to exactly one neighbour of v 
distinct from u. Similarly any neighbour z of v distinct from cc is adjacent to 
exactly one vertex in N(U)\(U). This implies that there exists a matching between 
N(u) and N(o), so that u and v have equal degree. Since G is connected, it 
follows that G is regular. 
Let u and v be vertices of G with d(u, v) as large as possible. Since G is 
bipartite, we have ~(~) c I(u, v), and it follows from Theorem 4 that the set of 
edges between levels in I(u, v) induces a hypercube of dimension IN(H which is 
the degree of 6. Hence G is this hypercube. Cl 
In Sections 4 and 5 we discuss two classes of i rterval-regular graphs, in which 
each interva1 induces a bipartite subgraph. Nere we give another result and an 
example, involving the product of two graphs. 
If G anti H we internal-regular gpaphs, then the product graph 
. The proof follows by direct verification from the definition of the product 
of two graphs, and is left to the reader. The necessary details can be found in 
Section 1. Cl 
formed by the prod 
V/e con&de this sectiolri by stating an un(solved problem on interval-regular 
graphs. The following conjecture is s gested by the fact that att interval-r~gul~r 
graphs known up to now are intervaE monotone. If the cunjecture were true, then 
il. would make the handling of interval-regular graphs much easier, as we shall see 
in the next section. 
An interval-regular grap is interval rn~n~t~ne. 
In this section we study the s~bgraphs G(u, u) ir‘duced by the iuterva~ I(,, at) of 
a-n interval-regular graph G that is also interval monotone. If the conjecture 
stated at the end of the previous ection were true then the results in this section, 
of course, would hold for all interval-regular graphs. 
First let us consider the graph C = (KJp X (Kl,l,a)q X F”, with p+ q + r = m. For 
the graphs K1,1,2 and .F see Fig. 1. Here w is to be considered as a vanishing 
factfsr. By Proposition 7, G is interval~regular‘ Let u = (u,, . . . , u,) and u = 
(VI, ..*, v,) be vertices of G, where ui and q are vertices at largest distance in 
the c~rresp~~d~ng factor of (IQp x (x1,1 J4 x E’. Then d(u, Y) = yt = p + 2q + 3, 
and V = I(@, u). So G equals C(u, u), aild G is an n-cube with possibly some 
edges within levels of I(u, u). Let us give this n-cube the subset reprec entation 
such that u is represented by the empty set. If K,,,,z5 is a factor in G, then this 
ir~trGduces an edge in ~,~~, u) as well as in N,_&J, ~1) in such a way that, if {i) and 
{j} ari; adjacent in ~~~~, u), then {i)” and {j)” are adjacent in _,(u, v), where {ip 
and (j)” are the complementary sets of {i} and {j}, respectively. If F is a factor in 
G, then this introduces aclique of size 3 in either IV&t, U) or Iv,_,( 
~,~~~ u), then the ‘complementary’ vertices of this cfique in 
mutually non-adjacent. 
v midst correspond to 
ctaveIy, such that ui and vi are 
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Assume the contrary. Note that, kce the edges between levels in I(u, U) induce 
x and y then can 6ave no common neighbours in adjacent 
levels. Choose vertices u and ZJ such that I(u, u) has an edge within a level, the 
end vertices x and y of which have no common neighbours in an adjacent level, 
with d(u, U) as small as possible. Note that, by Proposition 2, this implies that 
I(u, X) f7 I(u, y) = {u}, and I(x, U) n I(y, U) = {u}. 
Furthermore, we have d(u, X) = d(u, y) 2 2 and d(x, v) = d(y, u) > 2. (Note that, 
by Theorem 4, we have d(u, X) = d(x, v).) 
Let w be a neighbour of x in i(u, x). IIt follows from the structure of the 
d(u, &cube contained in G(u, U) that there exists a neighbour z of v in I( u, u) 
such that 
w, y E I(u. z), and x+! I(u, z). 
From the choice of x and y it follows that w and y are not adjacent. So 
d( w, y) = 2, and x lies in I( w, y) but not in I(u, z), contrary to the interval 
monotonicity of G. Hence we have proved (1). 
(2) The sets N,(u, v) and N,._Ju, v) induce subgraphs of G consisting of the 
disjoint union of complete graphs on 1,2 or 3 uertices. 
first assume that there exists a subset of, say, N,(u, u) that is not a clique. That 
is, there are two non-adjacent vertices x and z having a common neighbour y in 
N&u, v). Since x and z are neighbours of u in I(u, u), they have a common 
neighbour w in IV&, v), by Theorem 4. Hence x and z are two non-adjacent 
vertices in G having at least three common neighbours, contrary to the interval- 
regularity of G. 
Second assume that there is a clique of four vertices w, x, y and z, say, in 
&(u, u). We use the fact, established in Theorem 4, that the set of edges between 
levels in I(u, U) induces a hypercube. Let p be the common neighbour of w and x 
in N,(u, v), and q that of y and z in &(u, u). Then p and 9 have no common 
neighbour in NI(u, V) or in A$(u, v). Hence by (I), they are not adjacent. Because 
of the interval monotonicity of G it follows from these facts that d(p, 9) = 3 in G, 
and so w, x, y and z are in I@, 4). Clearly the set of edges between levels in 
I(p, 9) cannot induce a Q3 in G. Thus we have proved (2). 
To prove the theorem we use induction on d( u, u). First we verify the assertion 
bet n = df U, U) 3 4. Represent the vertices of the rt-cube induced by the set of 
edges between levels in P(zr, U) by the subsets of {1,2,. . . , n} in such a way that u 
is represented by the empty set. Let us write ij - l - k instead of {i, j, . . . , k}. We 
co~~sider three cases. 
Case I : There is a maximal clique of size 2 in N, (u, II), say, 12. 
By the induction hypothesis and by (I), we have that the vertices 1A and 2A 
are joined by an edge, for any proper subset A of 31 * l l n, and that they are not 
adjacent to any other vertex within the same level. ~urtherm~)re, in the interval 
I(4 l l l n, II) there is exactly one edge lwithin the first level N1(4 l l l n, v), namely 
that joining 14 l l l n and 24 4 l l IZ. Hence this interval induces a K1,1,2 x KZ in G, 
andso139*nand23*=* n are joined by an edge, whereas these vertices are not 
adjacent to d 24 0 l + n. Similarly, 12A is not joined tlo either 13 - * . n or 23 l l l n, 
for any (n - 3)-subset A of 3 l * l n. Hence 13 l l l n and 23 l l 9 n form a maximal 
clique of size 2 in z\r’,_J U, u). 
By the induction h~ypothesis and by (1 j, we have also that 12A is not adjacent 
to any other vertex within the same level, for any proper subset A of 3 l l l n. 
Finally, using again the induction hypothesis, WE= deduce that G(l, 13 9 l l n) as 
well as G(2,23 l l - n) are isomorphic to ICI! X G(u, 3 l l l n) and also that 
G&13*.* n) and G(2,23**= n) are isomorphic to &X G(12, u). From these 
facts we conclude that G(u, t)) is X,,,,Z x G(u, 3 Q l . n). 
Case 2: There is a clique of size 3 in N,( u, u), say, ‘Ic 23. 
We have to prove that G(u, u) is isomorphic to P;x G(u, 4 l l l n). The proof 
consists of the following steps. First, for any (a - Q-subset A of 12 l l 9 n, the 
subgraph G(u, A) of G is, by the: induction hypothesis, isomorphic to Fx 
Gl:u, A\ 123) or K 1,j,2 x G(u, A \ 123), depending on whether A contains 123 or 
A contains exactly two of 1,2 and 3. Hence 14 - + - tt, 24. - l rz and 34 9 l - ,v1 form 
a k:lique, and so 324 - 9 l n, 134 l l l n and 234 - a l :2 are mutually non-adjacent, 
Second, 12A, 13A and 23A are not adjacent to any vertex in the same level, for 
any proper subset A of 4 - l 8 ~1, and so also 124 l 9 - IZ, 134 l l l 1y1 and 234 l l l n 
are not adjacent to any other vertex in N,,_&, v). This implies that G(u, U) is 
Fx Gfu,4 s l 8 n). 
e ease that Z’++J,&~, V) contains a 3-clique is treated similarly. 
se 3: There are rto edges between vertices in N,(u, u), or in N&rd, u). 
e that there it; an edge between x and “1 In N,(u, u), for some i with 
2. Let p be the common nerghbour of x ; d y in N,_*(u, a), and q that 
+1(u, d. Thm bw the induction hypothesis, t * re must be an edge within 
@C 1yph U) or in fV”-i(p, U)C N,l-l(u, v), contrary to the fact that 
0) and N~-~~~, u,b are ir~dependent sets in G. Hence G(ka, U) is the n-cube; 
udes the proof of the theore 
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wing ~istu~ce of two vectors in V is the number of coordinates in which they 
differ, and the weight of a sector is the number of its non-z,ro coordinates, The 
following definition gives a natural generalizatiaa of hypercubes with their vector 
tation. The Humming graph 1. -. o,, is the graph with vertex-set 
1 ?**‘> ai - I}, in w~lich two ver s are adjacent whenever the corres- 
vectors differ in exactly one coordinate. For example, 0, is the Hamming 
graph W, ,,..., o,, with a, = l l l = Q, = 2. 
Note that a Hamming graph i the graph with vertex-set V= 
~~=,{O,l,..., q-1) such that the arnrn~~~ distance and the distance function 
of the graph coincide. It follows fr efinitions that 
H Uz,....Qn =KatX l l l x K*,. 
This graph is regular of degree Ii Qi - 1. furthermore,, for any two vertices u and 
2) iril V, the interval I(u, u) induces a hypercube of dimension d(u, II). This follows 
easily from the definition and immediately from Proposition 7. So a Hamming 
graph is interval-regular* Moreover, Kl,l,2 is not an induced subgraph of a 
Hamming graph. For any vertex te of H, ,,..., a., the subgraph induced by N(u) 
consists of the disjoint union of complete graphs 0;’ sizes a, - 1,. . . , a, - 1. 
Coordinate-sets of size 1 do not influence the structure of a Hamming graph and 
are therefore not considered in the sequel. 
The automorphism group of H,,,...,,n is generated by those automorphisms of 
the following types: 
(i) renumbering the elements of a coc~rd~nate-Seth 
(ii) interchanging two coordinate-sets of the same size. 
Hence a Hamming graph is vertex-transitive, that is, any vertex can be taken as 
the zero vector. Furthermoi-e, H, ,r__.,O n is distance-transitive if and only if a, = 
l . r= a,. The problem of c~,aracteFizing these products of complete graphs was 
posed by Foldes [4]. Two other terms before we study Hamming graphs in more 
detail: the jth level of a vertex u in a graph G is the set Nj(U) consisting of all 
vertices of G having distance i at U, and the jth level of a Hamming graph consists 
of all vertices of weight i. 
. Let G be o comected graph with intervai ,function I. Then C is a 
if und 0~2y if G is i~te~a~-?eg~~~~ and ioes not c~nt~i~ 
an ind~~ed ~~bg$~~h a d I ~Qtis~es the fo~~owi~g co~~itio~: 




First assume that C contains an induced circuit of length 5, u --) v -+ w + x --, 
y -+ u say. Then we have d(u, w) = d(u, X) = 2, and d(w, x) = 1. Hence 
I(u, w) n I(u, X) contains a vertex p adjacent to u., w and x (see Fig. 3). Since 
t,t,2 does not occur in G? it follows that p is not adjacent to y or to v. Similarly, 
there is a vertex q adjacent to x, I+ and U, but not to y or W. So y, p and q are 
three distinct commor~ neighbours of the two non-adjacent vertices u and X, 
contradicting the interval-regularity of 1G. Hence each circuit in G of length 5 
must contain a diagonal. 
The next step is to prove that, for any two vertices u and o of G, the interval 
I(u, U) induces a hypercube of dimension d(u, u). By Theorem 4, it suffices to 
prove that there are no edges joining two vertices within the same level in I(u, u). 
Assume the contrary, and let x ;dnd y be two neighbours in the ith level in 
P(u, u). Choose a vertex z in I(u, w) n I(u, y> such that d(u, z) is maximal. Then, 
by Proposition 2, we have 
I(;:, x) n l(z, y) = {z}, 
and so 
1 = dfx, y> amax{d(t, XL t&z, y>+ la 
z is adjacent to x and y, and z lies in N&u, u). Similarly there is a vertcs 
+l(~, u), which is adjacent to x and y. Thus X, y, z and w induce a &1,X in 
orbidden. So each interval induces a kipercube. 
et us now prove that G is a amming gra~~h. Fix a vertex M of G. Since 1.13 
oes not occur in G, it follows that the subgraph of G induced by N(u) the 
ion of complete graphs. Lelt AIf . . . , A,, be the maximal cliques in 
c I(M, u) incl.uces a hypercube of dir~e~s~o~ ~~~, u), for any vertex v of 
(y u)fL$IG for i=-1,. .., yt, and for o in V. 
the vertices, of 
) is iso 
ucerl by the bottom i + 1 le s. We do this by represent- 
by 3 vector (u,, . . =, 12,) in 1 {0,1,. . . , ai - I}, where 
and 
ote that u is represented by the zero ve&tr, and that any vertex in the ith level 
IS represented by a vector cf weight i. 
ssertion is clear, so let j :a :, and assum? that the set U i;L ~~~~~ 
m j levels of HOI,,..,CI,. 
Choose a vertex v in ~j(~~), Since the interval I( IA. v) induces a j-cube in 6, it 
follows that v is adjacent to a vertex L’ in ~~_~(~~ if and only if the damming 
distance between v and x it; 1. Let x end y be two distinct neighbours of ZJ in 
P(u, v). Then it follows that x and y are not adjacent, and that they have a unique 
common neighbour in Nj_,(td>. Since G is interval-regular, it follows that x and y 
have no cornrno~l neighbour other than v in ~j~~)* This im~~lies that two distinct 
vertices in Ajax) have at most one commo:l neighbour in _,(u). Hence it follows 
from the indlrction hypothesis that distinct Jertices in 
distinct vectcrs of weight j. 
Choose a vector of weight j, (v,, . . I : Vi, 0,. . . _ 0), say. By the induction 
othesis the ve ticcs in ~j-~~~) represented by (u,, . . . , vi_1, 0, . . . , 0) and 
0) have a unique ne~ghbour in ~j_~~~) and no 
common neighbour in N/_,(U). So their seco co~irn~n eighbour must lie in 
~j~~)~ and this common neighbour must I?e r esented by (v,, . . . , vi, 0, . . . , 0). 
Hence all vectors of weight i are used as representatives of vertices in N,(U)* 
Finally, the edges joining two vertices -n ~j~~~ have to be checked. 
First let v and v’ be two distinct vertices in Ajax) with jamming distance 
l-say, v=;(v~,v~,.. ., vj,O,.. .,O) and v =(v[, ~2,. .., Uj,O,.. .,O) with v,+v~. 
In Fig. 4 we depict a circuit of length 5 containing v and v’. The only diagonal 
possible in this circuit is vv ‘* So by the first step in the proof, v and v’ are 
adjacent. 
Let v and w be two vertices in ~~(~j with jamming distance at least 2. Let z 
be a vertex in (u? w) with I(2, ~)n~(z, w>=(z). ff d(c, z)aZ, or if 
d(z, w)a 2, then u and w are= not adjacent. So assuage that &I, z) = d(z, w)= 1 
(see Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. 
If v and w are joined by an edge, then a circuit of length 5 without diagonals 
would be formed (see Fig. 5). ence v and w are not adjacent. 
So we have proved that UizO NJu) induces a subgraph of G, on which the 
Hamming distance and the graph distance coincide. This completes the proof. U 
Note that a Hamming graph is interval monotone. So if the conjecture at the 
end of Section 2 were not true, then the interval monotonicity of G in the above 
theorem follows from the othdzr conditions. So in the case that the conjecture is 
not true, the question remains what are minimal conditions on interval-regular 
graphs so that they be intervzl monotone. 
e conclude this section with some easy results concerning graphs G with 
interval function I satisfying 
I(u, v)nI(v, W)=(V) 3 d(u, w)~max[d(u, v), d(v, w)}, 
for any three vertices u, v and w of G. In the next section vve give an example of a 
graph showing that this condition on I is necessary in the foregoing theorem. 
. If G is a triangle-free graph with ktemzl function I such that 
%(u, V) n I(v, W) = {v} 3 diu, ~)~max(d(u, v), d(v, w)}, 
fey any three vertices L!, v and w of G, then G is bipartite. 
c argument is the same as in the step of 1: f; proof of Theorem 3, where 
at each interval in G induces a hypercube. 0 
et 14e a connected graph with iraterval function 
complete if and only i’ 
dfu, w)= 
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. If G is c~~~~~~e, then afl distances etween distinct vertices are 1, and so 
the “only : f’ part is true. 
Conven.ely, assume th3t G is not complete. Let u and w be two non-adjacent 
vertices in having a common neighbour 
I(u, v) f7 I(@, w) = {U}, 
and 
d(u, WI = 2> 1= ~(~~ U) = d(u, w). 
V. Then we have 
0 
2. Let C be a connected graph with interval function I. Then 
) (1 J( w, u) Z: 9, fop any three verticss E(, v and w of G if und only if 
I@ v) f7 .F(v, w) = {v} =) d(er, w): niax(d(r.4, v), d(2), w)), 
for any fh$e~~ di~~i~6~~ v $~ice~ u, v and w of G. 
. First we prove the ‘if’ part. Assume the contrary, and get u, v and w be 
three distinct vertices o f G such that I$, v)n I(v, w)f7 I(w, u) = fl and 
c!( U, v) + d(v, w) + d( w, u) is as small as possible. Then we have 
I(u, v) c-1 H(v, w) = :v}, and I(v, w] n I(w, u) = {w}, 
Hence it follows that 
d+, w)> &v, w) >a d(u, w), 
which is impossible. 
Conversely, let u, u and w be distinct vertices of G with I( u, v) f7 I(v, w) = {v}. 
Then it follows that v lies in .Qu, w), and so u lies on a shortest (u, w)-path and is 
distinct from u and w. This implies that d ( u7 w) > max{d (u, v), d(v, w)}. Cl 
We might wonder whether, for a connected graph G, thz condition “l(u, v) 
induces a d (u, v)-di sional hljpercube in 6, for any two vertices I( 2nd v of G” 
implies that G is a amming graph. That this is not the case is shown by the 
example below. 
Let k be an integer with k :%2. 
3 l . . ,2k -- I} as vertices, two vert 
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where AM8 =~A\~~~(~~A~ is the symmetric difFerence of A and B. The 
small extended odd grapfjs are the complete gra k K, (for k = 21, and the 
Greenwood-Gleason graph E3 (see 1121). 
The graph & is regular of degree 2k - 1. It consists of the ‘lower half’ of the 
hy~er~ube Qzk _ 1 with the odd graph Ok on the (k - I)-th level of 8. Let f be t* 3 
interval function of Ek. Then for any vertex A of Elk, the interval I(Q), A) is j t 
the power-set P(A) of A. Hence if A and B are two disjoint (k - 1).subsets ot 
iI,. . . ,2k - l), then 
W7 A) n 08, W = (5% 
iind 
ct(61,A)=d(~,Bf=k_1~1=d(A,B). 
So, for k 2 ?, the graph Ek does not satisfy the condition on I in Theorem 9. Note 
that E’ i 1,1 ,2 does not occur in Ek, and that Ek is not a ~~~rnrni~g gr 
An alternative definition of Ek is the foltowing: Ek h,as the pai 
tary subset; of V-{1,...,2k- I} as vertices, and two vertices {A, V\ A} and 
{B, V\ B} are joined by an edge whenever 
!AnEl= 1, or lAn(V\B)J= I. 
osii 3. Tfze graph Ek is distance-transitive. 
. ff A and B are vertices of Ek with ~~~, A) = 6(@ B), then IAl = 1~1. Let f 
be a permutation of the set (1, . . . ,2k - 1) which maps A onto R. Then f induces 
an automorphism of Ek which maps $4 onto $3 and A onto B. 
Let {i) Ce a r~e~ghbour of 0. Then 
A -+ A u {i} if $ A and 
A: -+ A\(j) if @A, 
PI +{l ,...,2~-l}\~A~{~}) if i$A and 
defines an automorphism of Ek. 
e a~~~~~rnorphisrns of Ek of these types generate 
Eke and so k is distance-tr~insitive. f7 
FOP any two vertices A and @ of El,, th!e 
is (a of dimension d(A, B). 
1Aj<k-1, 
jAl=k-1, 
l&t: automo~phism group of 
suhgmph induced by I(A, B) 
the definition of 
), for any vertex , 
ows for any two vertices of El,. U 
uces a hypercubr: of 
s distance-transitive, 
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circui: in I!$ Since Ek I+ distance-transitive, we may 
rtex of C. Hence it follows from the definition of Ek that C 
must contain an edge joining two vertices in the (k - 1).th level of 0. Cl 
The extended odd graph Ek shows that in Corollary 6 the condition that G is 
bipartite cannot be weakened to “G does not contain odd circuits of length less 
than 2k - 1”. This answers a question of Foldes [3] in the negative. Using 
eigenvalue techniques, J.A. Bondy had already exhibited a sequence of graphs, 
the first of which is &, showing that the condition “G is triangle-free” is not 
sufficient [4]. 
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